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A Telecommunications Manager with 17+ years of experience, a wide range of 
technical knowledge. Diverse background includes the maintenance and support 
of voice and video communication systems as well as, researching, overseeing, 
and implementing new technologies and procedures in telephony services such as
VoIP. 

2004 – PRESENT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANALYST 2 - HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

 Working in a call center environment which primarily upholds ACD requirements
and the telephony environment is cm r5. 2. S8800 hp dl360.

 Developing a workbook to outline design, for easy troubleshooting future 
development.

 Over 100 international (throughout us India Canada juarez) remote agents, 
using Avaya one x agent r2. 5. 5.

 Over 300 agents within the facility - various departments including customer 
service, inside sales, tech support and ADI systems.

 Advance design accommodating requirements such as product-specific 
announcements, while callers are in a queue. (variable) authenticating callers 
for priority queuing. (VRT) schedule announcements for promos (holiday 
schedule) and ACD consideration for new IVR automated registration system.

 Over 100 ADI branches throughout the US And the original design was stand-
alone Panasonic systems.

 Designing lead on a new solution, using Avaya g430, Avaya 1616 IP phones, sip 
h. 323 trunking, primary core, and ESS standby.

2001 – 2004
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ENGINEER - KEY SPAN ENERGY

 Managed the move of the meridian phone system onto the ups and new 
automatic throw over (ATO) generator.

 Administered PBX and voice mail systems. Scheduled and performed preventive
maintenance (bi-monthly trunk status, quarterly backups, and reboots, 
semiannually pm of ups).

 Wrote vectoring to bypass production IVR and route calls to standby IVR while 
upgrades were performed on the production system. Supported remote sites 
(such as the New England area and metro tech) when workload or manpower 
was needed.

 Performed fax equipment audit, and streamlined process for all of KSE to follow. 
Researched and wrote RFI document.

 Wrote the plan for helpdesk and colleagues to follow, underlining the procedure 
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for purchase, repairs, and contacts involved in the reverse auction.
 Built data base to record equipment purchase, maintenance agreements, 

locations of installation, etc.
 Identified unused ports and consolidated usage to make ports available. Cross-

connected and removed cards resulted in lower costs of maintenance 
agreements.

EDUCATION

AS in Technology - 1995(Briarcliffe College  - Woodbury, NY )

SKILLS

Telecommunications Hardware Lucent Definity G2r G3r V3 & G3Si V7, S8300, S8800 
Series, Intuity (Audix) R4.4, R5.5, R6.x , System Session Manager R6.1, AES Phone 
Equipment 7400 Series 6400 Series, 24xx Series, IP 1616, 603F (Call Master), 
Advanced TTY8408, Conference Phones (Analog & Digital PolyComms), Spectrum 
Messaging Board, And Cisco Call Manager V3.3(2).
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